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Does unity mean no conflict?
Navigating differences with others 

and disrupted relationships

Lauren Errington |   CWCC 2022
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Automatic reactions to anxiety

Fight, Flight and Freeze

Automatic physiological 
reactions in the body to 
a real or perceived threat
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Fight (conflict)

Flight (emotional or physical distance)

Fix (overfunctioning for others)

Fretting to others (triangling)
Automatic emotional reactions
to manage relationship ‘threat’ –
tension or discomfort in the relationship

Automatic reactions 
to anxiety in relationships
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emovere (Latin): 
move out, remove, agitate 

emouvoir (French, 12thC): 
excite, stir up émotion (French, 16thC): 

a (social) moving, stirring, 
agitation

emotion (19thC): 
definitions begin to include ’feelings’  

A short history of emotion
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When emotion is ‘stirred up’ in the context of a 
relationship it makes us uncomfortable

No one really likes feeling uncomfortable, so we automatically do 
things to make ourselves more comfortable again

Being ‘moved’ to do something to get more comfortable can look like:
Telling someone else about it – sharing the anxiety 

Distancing from the tension and avoiding it
Rushing in for a quick fix to try and resolve the problem 

Letting out some steam and fighting about it
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CONFLICT
Relationship intensity 
Anxiety / tension goes up
Increased emotional reactivity
Fight, flight, fix, fret
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Calmer relationships
More space to think 
Connected to others
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Extreme conflictNo conflict
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CONFLICT

No conflict
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When the anxiety gets too high: 
• We instinctively look to others 

for reassurance – joining the 
togetherness reduces tension 
and preserves harmony

• Our own thinking is set aside
• We adopt the thinking of others 

to join in with the group
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Fake unity is when we confuse unity with uniformity
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Unity

Sameness

Feeling 
comfortable

“We humans ease our discomfort, and 
that of others, with the push to join in 

the shared harmony of ’we all think the 
same way and agree on the same 

matters’. Additionally, in the face of 
another’s angry protests, we are prone 

to give in for the sake of peace.”

(Brown, 2019, p.106)

Togetherness can feel more comfortable, 
but does it promote fake harmony / unity?

How much do we project ‘sameness’ onto 
others in order to ‘feel’ unified? 
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One mind? 
“Therefore, if you have any encouragement from being united 

with Christ, if any comfort from his love, if any common 
sharing in the Spirit, if any tenderness and compassion, then 
make my joy complete by being like-minded, having the same 

love, being one in the spirit and one mind.” (Phil 2:1-2)

“Instead, speaking the truth in love, we will grow to become in 
every respect the mature body of him who is the head, that is, 

Christ.” (Eph 4:15)

Acts 15:36-41 – Paul and Barnabas’s “sharp disagreement” 
sent them travelling in different directions with different goals
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“We should disagree. 
We should have strong opinions. 

If two people agree on everything then it is likely 
only one person is thinking.” 

(Stan Grant, 2022, ABC News)
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WAYS AVOIDING CONFLICT MEANS 
WE GIVE UP A BIT OF OURSELVES

• Keeping the peace at all costs, even when you don’t 
agree with things

• Going along with an idea to avoid conflict 
• Going along with an idea because you are worried 

about rejection
• Going along with the group because you’re worried 

about what people will think of you
• Borrowing other people’s thinking, hiding what you 

actually think because it might make others upset
• Allowing others to treat you poorly.
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Unity respects and requires diversity
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1 Corinthians 12:15-27
If the foot should say, “Because I am not a hand, I do not belong to the body,” 
that would not make it any less a part of the body. And if the ear should say, 
“Because I am not an eye, I do not belong to the body,” that would not make it 
any less a part of the body. If the whole body were an eye, where would be the 
sense of hearing? If the whole body were an ear, where would be the sense of 
smell? But as it is, God arranged the members in the body, each one of 
them, as he chose. ...The eye cannot say to the hand, “I have no need of you,” 
nor again the head to the feet, “I have no need of you.”
…But God has so composed the body, giving greater honour to the part that 
lacked it, that there may be no division in the body, but that the members 
may have the same care for one another. If one member suffers, all suffer 
together; if one member is honoured, all rejoice together.
Now you are the body of Christ and individually members of it.

20
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“We should never allow ourselves to speak of a ‘contrast’ 
or ‘tension’ between unity and diversity. 

Diversity is the historical content of unity, the material in 
which the unity becomes concrete.” 

(Oliver O’Donovan, 1996, p.197)
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Unity

Sameness

Feeling 
comfortable

Unity

Diversity

Feeling 
uncomfortable
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Conflict that is emotionally driven cuts off relationships

“When emotions are intensely involved in conflict, reason 
operates in the service of emotion, not in the service of a careful 
assessment of the facts. As a result, people’s alleged attempts to 

act ‘reasonably’ only fans the flames.” (Kerr, 2019, p.31)
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WAYS EMOTIONALLY DRIVEN CONFLICT MEANS 
RELATIONSHIPS CUT OFF

• Emotional reactivity and subjectivity drives the 
conflict and keeps it going around and around 

• People blame each other for the problem
• Neither person wants to ‘give in’ and there isn’t 

enough flexibility to compromise
• People are hypersensitive to being criticised, or 

being in the wrong, creating more rigidity 
• Emotional distance accompanies the conflict, 

which reduces the scope for staying connected

Extreme conflict
No unity
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Conflict is not always about resolution, but regulation

In marriage therapy, 69% of the time couples were talking about a 
‘perpetual problem’ they had had for along time, only 31% of the 
discussions involved situationally specific problem-solving. 

“Most marital conflict is about ‘perpetual’ problems that never get 
resolved; what matters most is the affect around which the problems 
doesn’t get resolved. Either the spouses establish a dialogue with the 
perpetual problem and communicate acceptance to one another, or 
the conflict becomes gridlocked.” 

(Gottman, The Marriage Clinic, 1999, p.110)
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No conflict
Fake unity

Extreme conflict
No unity

Emotional maturity is being able 
to be clear about what is 

important to you and stay in 
relationship with others, 

tolerating the discomfort that 
comes with that
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Romans 14:13-19
Therefore let us not pass judgment on one another any longer, but rather decide never to put a 
stumbling block or hindrance in the way of a brother. I know and am persuaded in the Lord 
Jesus that nothing is unclean in itself, but it is unclean for anyone who thinks it unclean. For if 
your brother is grieved by what you eat, you are no longer walking in love. By what you eat, do 
not destroy the one for whom Christ died. So do not let what you regard as good be spoken of 
as evil. For the kingdom of God is not a matter of eating and drinking but of righteousness 
and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit. Whoever thus serves Christ is acceptable to God and 
approved by men. So then let us pursue what makes for peace and for mutual upbuilding.

Being clear in what’s important to you, but using 
your freedom to choose not to argue about it
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Romans 14:1-8
Accept the one whose faith is weak, without quarrelling over disputable matters. One person’s 
faith allows them to eat anything, but another, whose faith is weak, eats only vegetables. The 
one who eats everything must not treat with contempt the one who does not, and the one 
who does not eat everything must not judge the one who does, for God has accepted them… 
One person considers one day more sacred than another; another considers every day alike. 
Each of them should be fully convinced in their own mind. Whoever regards one day as 
special does so to the Lord. Whoever eats meat does so to the Lord, for they give thanks to 
God; and whoever abstains does so to the Lord and gives thanks to God. For none of us lives for 
ourselves alone, and none of us dies for ourselves alone. If we live, we live for the Lord; and if 
we die, we die for the Lord. So, whether we live or die, we belong to the Lord.

Conflict is an opportunity to show the world that 
Christians live in the world differently
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“Conflict between people is not inherently bad. 
Legitimate differences between people often merit 

vigorous exchanges that may help clarify the 
viewpoints of each person, in both parties.”

(Michael Kerr, 2019, p.31)
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Observing your own emotional reactivity and taking responsibility for your role 
in the relationship, rather than energy going into trying to change the other

Asking – Where is the focus?
• On the other? How much am I focused on the other person to change? How 

much energy am I putting in to trying to change their mind? How much am I 
wishing they would do things differently? 

• Or on my self? What effect are others having on me, and am I having on 
others? What is my part in this? What is my responsibility? What is my best 
thinking about this? 

Managing self in conflict
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Managing self in conflict

How can I stay in contact with those I disagree with or whose opinions I find 
agitate or frustrate me? 
How can I work to stay calm – slow it down, observing myself and being quick to 
listen and slow to speak? 
How can I be curious about the other person and what they think about the 
issue? Am I curious about how they got to this opinion? 
How can I be clear myself about what I think about this? Is it my own thinking 
or am I borrowing someone else’s thinking about this issue? 
How can I care for the other person in this relationship, but not caretake in a 
way that means I am trying to take responsibility for them or how they are 
feeling? 
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